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A NOTE ON HOLOMORPHIC VECTOR BUNDLES

OVER COMPLEX TORI

HISASI MORIKAWA

1. Let ω : Z 2 r - > C r be an isomorphism of the free additive group of

rank 2r into the complex vector n-space such that the quotient group T =

Crlω{Z2r) is compact, i.e., Tω is a complex torus.

We mean by a matric multiplier of rank n with respect to ω a family

of complex holomorphic nxw-matrix functions {μa(z)}asZ2r on Cr such that

1) detμa(z)ψ0 (z(ΞCr),

2) μa{z)μβ{z + ω(α)) = μa+β(z), (a,β<=Z2r).

By virtue of the conditions 1) and 2) we may define an action of Z2r on

the product CrxCn as follows:

{z,u)-+(z + ω{a)9 vμa(z)), (a^Z2r).

The quotient Vμ of CrxCn by this action of Z2r is a holomorphic vector

w-bundle over the complex torus Tω, and conversely every holomorphic

vector bundle over Tω is constructed by this method with a matric multiplier,

since holomorphic vector bundles over a vector space are always trivial.1)

2. We shall recall the definition of finite Heiseuberg groups and their

canonical representations.

Let G be an additive group of order n and of exponent d, and ζ be

a primitive J-th root of unity. Let G be the dual group of G defined by

a pairing (β,α)-><α,β> of GxG into the multiplicative group {l,ξ\ ,ξ'd"1}.

We mean by the finite Heisenberg group H{G) associated with G the group

consisting of triples {{ά,a,ζι)\ά^ό, a^G, O^l^d — 1] with the composition

law

{d, a, ζι) (ί, 6, ζh) = (a +b, a+ b, <ά, b> ζι+h).
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The Heisenberg group H(G) has a faithful irreducible nx^-matric re-

presentation {U{d,a,ζ1)} characterized by its character

0 for a 4- a ψ 0,

nζ\ for ά+ a=z 0,

We call such a representation U the canonical representation of H(G).

Actually U is given by

U(ά,a,ζι) = (ζιubte{ά+ a))btCBG,

where

Ub,c{ά + β) = <#,&> d 6 f C + α,

1 for 6 = a

0 otherwise,

In these terminologies we shall show the following result:

THEOREM 1. Let ω:Z2r-+Cr be an isomorphism such that Tω=Cr/ω{Z2r)

is a complex torus. If a matric multiplier {μa(z)} of rank n with respect to ω sa-

tisfies the conditions

i) μa{z) = μa{0)Xa(z) with scalar functions Xa{z){a^Z2r),

ii) the commutors of {μa{0)}aeZ2r are scalor matrices,

then there exist an additive group G of order n, a surjective homomorphism σ@σ of

Z2r onto 0®G and a family of holomorphic functions {ξa{z)}aeZ2r such that

where U is the canonical representation of the Heisenberg group H(G).

Proof Putting z = 0 in μa{z)μβ{z + ω[a)) = μa+β(z)9 we have

μa(0)μβ(0)Xβ(ω{a)) = μa+β(0),

Since the left hand side of the last equation is symmetric with respect to a

and β, denoting

ζa,β = XβiωWmωiβ)),

we have
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ζa,β = 1, ζa,βζβ,a = 1,

and the commutation relation

μa(0)μβ(0) = ζa,βμβ(O)μa(O).

Moreover ζatβ is bimultiplicative, namely

ζa,β+ΐ — ζa,βζa,r

because

μa(0)μβ(0)μr(0) = μaWμβ

= ζa.β+rμβ{O)μr(O)μa(O)

= ζa,β+rζβ,aζr,aμa(O)μβ(O)μr(O)

Therefore μa{0)nμβ{0) = ζlβμβ{0)μa{0)n = ^(0)j"β(0)n, (α, J3 e Z2r) and these

μα(0)Λ(αeZ2r) are scalar matrices by the condition (ii). On the other hand

μ»a(0) = Xa(ω(a))Xa(ω(2a)) • χβ(ω(n - l)α))i«.(0)n,

hence μna(0)9 (αGZ2 r), are scalar matrices. Let N be the subgroup consist-

ing of all the elements a such that μa{0) is a scalar matrix. Then N^nZ2r

and the element α is characterized by ζatβ = 1 for every /3 in ̂ 2 r ,

Since ζatβ is bimultiplicative and ζaiβ = ζj.l, there exists a skew symmetric

rational matrix A such that

and n̂ 4 is an integral matrix. Therefore we can choose a base {au , as,

du •••,<$,} of the quotient additive group Z2r/N and their representatives

al9 ,α s, άί9 , α r in Z 2 r such that

^ . β < = 1,

where di is the common order of ai and άit We denote by G and 0 the

subgroups of Z2rjN generated by {au •,«,} and {A, ,4}, respectively.

Then Z2r/N= G®0 and the map
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( Σ W , Σ W r , Λ .
i = l i = l Σ *,«<, Σ

is the pairing of the dual pair (G,<3). We denote by < Σ M

value. Denote by G* and (5* the inverse images of G and (5 in Z 2 r , res-

pectively. Then from the definition of G and 0 it follows

μ«(0)μβ(0) =

= μβ(0)M0), (ά, β^ ό*)

Since rf^^ and rf^ are elements in iV, the matrices μdάt{0) and μdiajff)

are scalar matrices and we can choose scalar matrices v& and vat such that

Let us construct an irreducible nxn-representation of the Heisenberg

group H{G). From the definition follows the commutation relations

A),

This shows that we may define a map

such that

M( Σ /Λ)M( Σ AΛ) = M( Σ /.^ + Σ
l l l l

M( Σ feiά^Mί Σ /,«,) = < Σ hφU Σ /«βi> Λf ( Σ /4β, + Σ A A).
i = l i = l i — 1 ί = l ι = l i = l

Let ί/ be the exponent of G and ξ* be the primitive d-th root of unity.

Then the map

(a, a, ζι) -+ t^(α.tfiC , = ζιM(ά + α)

is a representation of the Heisenberg group of H(G).
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From the commutation relation

follows

tr ε/tf.α.c1) = <ά,b> tτUiά,alζ*)9

tr ί/(ά,δ,cΛ) = <& #> tr UφΛ^.

This mean that

0 for α

ί wf' for α + β = 0,

Since the commutors of {U(ά,a,ζ^} are scalar matrices, U is the canonical

representation of H(G). Denote by σ{a) + σ{a)\ the direct sum decomposi-

tion of the image of a in Z2r\N with respect to the decomposition Z2r/N

= G © 0 and put

p(a) = (a(α),

Then ξa{z){a^Z2r) are scalar functions satisfying

μa{z) = UKa)Uz), (a<=Z2r).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. In the notations in the proof of Theorem 1, we denote by λ the

natural isogeny of the complex tori.

λ : Crlω(6*)-+Tm = Cr/ω{Z2r).

After changing the base, we may assume that

We shall define line bundles LηW (βεG) over Crlω(0*) as follows. Let

be families of functions defined by

ηf\z) = <ά(β),ά>ξβ(z)

Then it follows

and thus there exist line bundles Lv(a){a^G) over Crlω{0*) associated with
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multipliers {ηf\z)}β(=G*(a^G)> respectively. The direct sum

ceCr

may be regarded as the pull back by λ of the vector bundle on Tω-Crlω{Z2r)

associated with the multiίlier {μa{z)}aeZ^
 s u °h that

This means that the vector bundle Vμ is the direct image λ*(Lvia)) of any one

of the line bundles Lη(a) with respect to the isogeny λ.

Then next is the geometric expression of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. Let V be a holomorphic vector n-bundle over a complex torus T

such that

i) EnddV) = C,

ii) the projective (n — l)-bundle P{V) associated with V has a family of constant

transition functions. Then there exist an isogeny λ: S -+Tω of degree n and a line

bundle L over the complex torus S suck that V is isomorphic to the direct image

λ*{L) of L2) with respect to λ.
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